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ADRVICEFORME&3URINGSONIC VELOCXtY 

mDcoMpREssaRmcH~ER 

Ep Paul W. Huber and Arthur E=antrotitz 

A device has been dwe&,o & which measures tie VelOCltY 
of sountl in fluid& at stag& on and is eapeciaUy adaptable to 47 
turbine and cwessor testing for tiich the ccmposition of the 
working fluid may be in doubt. By utilizing the shaft frequency 
of a rotary ccmpressor, the instrument ten also be used to provide 
.a direct measurement of the ccozlpressor Mach number (ratio of blade- 
tip velocity to inlet velocity of sound at stagnation). A Helmholtz 
resonator ~EI aployed in the measurxment of the'sound velocity. . . 

Viscous effects in the orifice of the Helmholtz resonator ere 
shown to be important and can be taken into account with the help 
of a parameter obtained f'rom Stokes solution of the flow near an 
oscillating wall. This parameter includes the kinematic viscosity 
of the fluid and the frequency of sound in the resonator. When 
these effects are recognized, the resonator can be calibrated to 
measure velocity of sound or compressor Mach number to an accuracy 
of better then 0.5 percent. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the imp-t parameters used in the evaluation of 
rotary compressor (and turbine) performance is the ratio of the 
blade-tip velocity to the inlet stagnation velocity of sound. This 
ratio is usually referred to as capressor &ch number. 

a In testing high-speed cmressors, it is frequently desirable 
to reduce structural loads by substituting a gas $xLch has a lower 
velocity of sound than air. (See reference 1.) In this case, for 
which the composit.ion of the gasr ma&~ also be in doubi: because of 
air leakage, information about the velocity of sound in the mixture 
is necessary. The present paper describes an accurate sonic- 
velocity measuring instrument which can utilize the shaft fre.quency~ 
to provide a direct measurement of the ccmpreeaor Mach nuuiber. 
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Became the instrument described hereinmust utilize the shaft 
frequahcy of the compressor, a Pierce $nterfercmeter (reference 2) 
cannot be ueied although the interferometer will provide accurate 
measurwnents of sonic velocity, . . 
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blade-tip velocity , I, 
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Vl3lOCi~J of sound in m$lrQreswr wormg fluid 

wave len&h of sqund 

diemeter of compressor at blade tips 

diameter of orifice of re8onator ' 

vollrrag of resonator 

reskator-orifice constant 

velocity in direction of motion of wall 

distance tican wall 

time 

frequency of oscillation 

frequency of sound in resonator, cycles per Second 

ktnematic viscosity of gas 

ratio of specific heats 

IXIBCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

A kchematic draxI.ng of the apparatus incorporated in the 
instrument is shown as figures 1 and 2. This instrument comista 
of a Helmholtz resonator end earphone enclosed in a chamber 
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. containing a sample of the com$.wessar working fluid at the inlet 
conditionE. The earphone is drivenatthe aamefrequencyas the 
ccanpresscr by means of a small ~lectrica3 pickup frcen the ccHI1- 
presser shaft, Thenthewavelengthof sound h attedbythe 
earphone is . 

wheke a is the velocity bf.sound in the ccnnpressor working fluid 
and n is the rotational speed in revolutions per second. The' 
velocity of the blade tips Vt is 

. 

Vt =37x& . (2) 

where D is the diameter of the compressor at the blade tips. The 
ratio of the blade-tip velocity to +let velocity of sound MC is 
then 

. . 
Vt RD. MC=-=- (31 
a X 

It is themafore necessary to measure only the wave length of 
sound emitted by the earphone to obtain compressor Mach number, 
In order to measure .the velocity of sound in the working fluid, 
the rotational speed must also be measured or, more accurately, 
the earphone must be switched to en oscillator of known frequency, ' 
According to Lord Rayleigh (reference 3, p. 174) the kave length 

* of sound to which a Helmholtz resonator will respond is, 
, 

where Q is the volume of the resonator and K (reference 3, 
p. 172) is equalto a constant tdzich depends only on the dimensions 
of the resonator orifice. If K is predetermined (the volume of 
the HeUoltz resonator is variable), the measurement of the W&VB 
length, and hence of- MC, should depend only on measurement of 
the resonator volume. The volume of the resonator (the only 
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accurkte measurement required) is measured, as shown in figure 1, 
by means of a mercury mamneter. The compressor Mach number ie 
measured without accurate.lmowledge of the' composition of the 
woru fluid or of the speed of compressor rotation. 

A sample of the workzing~fluid is housed in the leak-tight 
device shown in figure 1, end this fluid is at approxiDBt8l.y the 
same temperature end the sme pressure as the temperature and 
pressure at the inlet of the ccmp~essor. Since the ocztpcsitiaar 
of the mrkingfluidmight change withtim, the fluid is con- 
tinuously circulatedthroughthe device exceptwhenameasurement 
is being taken. Measwermente aretakenatintervalstichdepend 
upon the rate'& Which the m&position chenges, The fluid enters 
the device through the sump endmanometer glass into the resonator 
and then into the chamber through the resonatok orifice; thus, all 
the gas w be exchsnged. The gas is exhausted to almosphere 
through a small vacuum pwzp. If a temperature difference etists 
between the resonator and inlet to the compressor, it is measured 
with a differential themopile at these two points and corrected 
by mltiplying the'measured velocity of sound or Mach number by 
the square root of the temperature ratio. This method is valid 
except when the temperature difference is great enough to produce 
noticeable changes in the ratio of the specific heats 7' (of the 
order of 75O F). The Helmholtz resonate is a steel tube with a 
cross-section&L srea of 22.25 squezre centimeters and a height of 
9 centtiters and its volume is varied by means of a mercury inlet 
at the bottom connected to the sump and manomter. The amp can 
be raised and lowered, and the level of mercury in the resonator 
is read at the mnometer by means of a mimoscope &ich is raised 
or,lowrsred to focus on th6,meniscus. The microscope stand is 
equipped with a vernier.scale which c&t easily be read to 0.01 centi- 
meter, The fluid above the maqmeter and resonator flows to or 
frcun the sump when the mercury level is changed, so that there is 
little flow through the resonator orifice &en its volume is changed. 
The resonator orifice consists of a ~-inch-d&meter hole in a 

i-inch Plexiglas plate at the top of the resonator. Two very thin 

steel needles pressed through the PlexLglaa support a O.OOOl-inch- 
diameter platinum hot wire ~-inch lcmg in the canter of the orifice. 

With no signal the hot wire is operated at a constent temperature 
which is somewhat below that for red heat, The .hot-wire driving 
current is'dependent yjon the pressure end heat capacity of the 
working fluid: When the Helmholtz resona.toP is at resoname with 
the sound emitted by the earphone, the m&ss of'gas in the resonator 
orifice is vibrating at mex3mm amplitude. The hot wire is part of 
a sensitive Wheat&one bridge end indicates a condition of resonance 
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when itsresistence change, MY&& is caused by the cooling effect 
of the moving gas in the orifice, is at a maximum. The condition 
of: resonance is then noted by a sensitive gelvancme ter (0 to 
2OOmi.c roammeter) inthebridge circuit. The eerphonewaslocated 
about 1 ;-inch above the orifice and its positian was securely fixed . 
by meens of brackets, Electrical leads from the earphorie, hot 
wire, and thermocouple were carried throu& the bottom of the 
chqiber through a Bekelite terzuinal strip which WSB held by 
screws andmadeleakti&twith arubber gasket. The electrical 
pickup, located on the ccanpressor shaft, consisted of a two-pole 
permanently magnetized metal ring slipped over the shaft end a coil 
womd on a C-shape laminated iron form. This form was not-magnet-. 
ized +d its faces cleared the ma&etized ring of the shaft by about 
1 - inch. 
64 

The metal ring was made of Peragon steel hardened at 

15-O0°Fwithout ~a~ngand.wets~nedaabkeyedtofitthe shaft 
and permanently magnetized before inst~tion. No.decrease in its 
magnetic field was noted after a.number of hours at the ma&mm - 
ccunpressor speed. This pickup served as a source of alternating . 
current at the same frequency as the ccmpressor rotation: The 
Eikbrnatingcurrentwas fed(somet3mes throughenaudioemplifier) 
into the earphone. When the velocity of somd was being'measured, 
the earphone w&a driven with a variable-frequency oscillator. 

. ’ . 
li4EEm m c-m 

In order to use the instrument for measuring coz@reseor Mach 
number, the volw~o of the resonator at any mercury level and the 
value of the orifice constant K of the resonator must be known. 
The resonator volt was determined by the addition of a izeaeured 
amountofmercau?y.tothemanometer glass andresonatorendmeasure- 
ment,of the chenge of the mercury level. In crder'to determine the 
velue of the orifice constant, a General Radio Ccm~any beat-frequency 
oscillator was used.as a source of veriable frequency. The oscillator 
was calibrated against a lOO&cycle'vacuLmAube tuning-fork oscillator 
accurate to 0.2 percent by'means 6f LissaJous figures. The oscillator 
frequency was adjusted until the galvanmter in the'bridge circuit 
indicatedmaximrmr deflection. This point of maximum galv3nometer 
deflection could be determined and reproduced-to en accuracy of 
better than 0.5 percent of frequency. It should be mentioned that 
thelmge chembermustbe of suchdimensions thatitwillnot 
resonate were in the range of working frequencies and thereby 
introduce erroneous galvanometer deflections which have no connec- 
tion with the volutne setting of the rescx&or, Air dried with 
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calcium chloride was used in calibration tests since the velocity 
of soundindryairfsaccuratelylmown,. The device w&s evacuated 
by memns of a vacuum punq to a pressure below I &.llimeter of 
!nercuryenddry~was admittedthrou&the tube whichruns to the 
coqpreseor inlet, This-tube was notwnnectedto the cconpressor 
inlet until after calibration. .!Fhe pressure in the device w&s 
measured by means of the mercury nunmeter. Frar~measumnents of 
frequency and roscmator volme, flth the use of the lolown velocity 
of sound, the value of K In equation (4) wuld be obtained. As 
was mentioned previously;~the value of K, acccdiingto perfect- 
fluid theory, shouldbe a con&z&depending only onthe dimensions 
of the resonator orifice. This perfect-fluid assmptlon would 
mean tit, PmVided a condftion of resoname is -obtained, the 
value of K should not aerpmd OZI 'the volme of the ~esauator, the *. 
velocity of sound in the 0x3, or.the frequency of the sound. Thier 
asmqtion also means that the pressure fmd23nqerdxre of the gad 
do not affect the value of K if they me taken into account when 
the velocity of sound is calculated, Also, according to refer- 
ence 3, pag8 174, We velocity of sound used to obtain X in 
equation (4) is the.velocity.of sound in the orifice of the 
resonator,. whereas the velocity of somd in the large pext of the 
rgsonator does notaffectthls equation. 

Since the resonant frequency depends only an the velocity of 
sound in the orifice of the resonator, the effect8 of the heating 
of this small m.ss of gas due to the hot wire must be recognized 
andelAmInated. With larger dres a wiation of K of BB much 
as 3.5 percent could be obtained by variation of the hot-wire 
heating current, whereas w..th a 0.0001~inch hot wfre, no change 
of K wuld,be notedwhenthe heat- current was 1~~9.8d. (me 
hot wire was then not heating the mass of gas in the orifice to a 
measurable demee.) 

In order td find the value.of K, measurements-were made 
tit21 the we of gages in which the velocity of sound.18 known and 
tidely different at pressums f&m O,l.to 1 atmosphere and at 
various voltane 8efMngs corresponding to aiwide range.of frequency. 
By repeated and careful experiments, a veriation of K of the 
order of 15 percent was noted when any or all. the aforementioned 
conditions wme substqntially varied. PTo varfation.of K was 
noted with a'change of sound WLLtude. It became apparent, 
therefore, that before an accurate end relkble calibration could 
be obtained, effects other than perfect-$luid effects would have 
to be taken into acwunt. Thg acticm. of v3.s~osfty in the lap32 
of gas near the boundary of the orifice would reduce the effective 
diameter end, therefore, could produce the.changee in the value 
of K which the experiment shoved. 
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Stokes (reference 4) solved a related, idealized problem; 
namely, the viscous motion in the neighborhood of a -&.l which 
executes osciLlations in its own plane. The velocity of the gas 
near the wall is shown to be given by 

where 
Y 53 
t is 

U =.Ae : t5> 

u is the velocity in the dIrection of the motion of the wall, 
the distance from the I+, A 1s - arbitrary CCllBtEUlt, 

time, 5 2xis frequency of oscillation, end u is the . . 1 I 
ki.IlSlWtiC ViSCOSity Of th8 SO. This so&ution is not meant t.0 &ve 
a quantitative answer for the viscous effects in questi&, but it 
ten be uaed to infer that the restriction of the orifice of a 
Helmholtz resonator by the action of vfscosity should depend upon 
the ratio of the length d- to the diameter d of the orifice. 
In figIre 3, the reSulti3 of a series OfpleaEW?e~nt~E of K/d are 

plotted against ths number 
i- 

u /n -, When the results exe plotted 
d 

against this parem8ter all the variations of K tlkrich were found 
are 12&&d.. A few points were taken tith t&e use of a 

diameter 'orifice, 

$-l&h- . . 

$-inch thick and rou&ly similar to the saall 
or2Sx. Since the sensitivity of the hot wire was reduced by a 
factor of about 4 because of the larger orifSce, and Since the 
1Srger orifice was not made with anot@ care to be accurately simUer, , 
the agreement is considered satfsfactory, A&40, the error is 
possibly due to the larger needles necessary to support the hot 

. 

tire. . In ~~&,case, these data obtaZn8d with the i+nch orifice 

e;rs%ot meant to be conclusive. The value of K/d, calculated 
from Lord Rayleigh's perfect-fluid case With the use of only the 
dimensions of the orifices (reference 3,.p. 181), has also been , 
plotted. This point appeers to lie close to the curve in figure 3 . 
when the curve is 8Xtrapotited to zero viscosity. It appears, 
therefore, that if viscous effects are taken into accowrt accurate 
measurements of the velocity of sound or re+ted.parameters c&n be . 
made with a ftelmholtz resonator, , I, 

‘ 
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The roaxhum scatter Fran the cume in figure~3 is seen to be 
approximately 1 percent of K (d+regzrding the ~-inch orifice) 

which would be a scatter of 0.5 percent of X, whereas most of the 
points are much closer. As waS Stated prevfouSly, the value of 
the resonant frequency, ao noted by the gal~~ometer, could be a 

' maximum of Q.3 percent in error. The peaks of ga&Vancmet8r deflec- 
tion became broader at the high values OS so that measure- 
m8ntS here are least accurate. Accuracy better than 0.5 percent 
waS not needed in this work.. FX8Lthe slope of the curve of 
figure 3 821 eITOr in th8 Vahe Of v/n Of approximSte* 20 percent 
would be necessary to produce an error of 0.5 parcent on X, which 
Justifies the Statement that an accurate tiowl8dge of the working 
fltid IS not necessary to measuZ8 th8 v8SOCity Of Sound or co?& 
pressor Mach number accurately with this apparatus. Neither is an 

, accurate measurement of rotational speea necessary,to m8asuxe ccm- 
pressor Mach number. An accurate knowledge of the wor~fluld 
can be obtained however frcm meaSureme& of velocity of sound, 
temperature, 'and pressure; (gee reference 1.) I 

3‘rom the results of 831. investigation which amploys a Helmholtz 
resonator In en instrnent for measuring sonic velocity and ccm- 
pressor Mach number VI8 following conclusions were drawn: 

1. St hao been BhOwYI that a HeMholtz resonator can be cali- 
brated to provide accurate measurements of velocity of sound and 
can be employed in &1[1 instrument uti&izing shSft frequency of a 
rotary compressor to measure compressor Mach nuniber. With the 
instrument described, the v8locity of eomd or the ccmqrees~or Mach 
numbber can be measured to an accurix~ of better than 0.5 parcenk, 
even though the ccnnpositien of the worktig fluid iS not accurately 
hnown. 

2. Calibration,of th6 Eelmholtz resonator to inolude the action 
of viacoalty at the orifice is accompliShed by the use of a parameter 
obtained from Stokes solution of the flow near an oscillating wall, 
wh5ah inoludeS the kimtio viscosity of th8 f9ter and th8 mqu8nay 
bc mund in t&3 n9s~tor, .- 
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Figure l.- Bchsmatic arrangement of fnstrumant for measuring 
sonic velocity and compressror Mach number. 
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1 Figure 2.- Helmholtz resonator an 
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wF=- 3.- Effect of the variation of kLnemd3.c viscosity and sound frequency in a 
Hdmholtz remnator o&the paramster K/b for the remnator orifice. Meaa~E* 
menix on e&h gas were taken over a range of preesuree frcmr 0.1 to 1 a%mBphere 
and over a range of frequenciee of 2W to W cycles per eecond. 


